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MULTICOLOUR – THE COLOURS OF TRAVELLING MEXICO
In 2019, vivid travel memories previously stored in our luggage will take to
the road in all their glory: on our recent mountain bike road trip to the best
trails in Mexico, we have experienced the most beautiful landscapes. The
unique hues of those landscapes serve as inspiration for our brand-new
MULTICOLOUR EDITION.
Grey-blue hues of mountains in the evening light, earthy browns of clay trails, blue tones of
the sky and the lakes – these unique images of a truly amazing mountain bike trip will forever
make the most beautiful moments a part of EVOC. Our new MULTICOLOUR EDITION sends
the most striking colour impressions of Mexico out into the world again, in the form of highly
functional luggage in “Loam”, “Slate” and “Copen Blue” colourways. Additionally, to mark the
Munich-based bags and backpacks brand’s ten-year-anniversary, the line is emblazoned with a
very special print – the stylised skylines of Munich and Hong Kong– in honour of where the
EVOC story originated.
Four brand-new members of the EVOC product family are going on MULTICOLOUR bike tours
in 2019: For the first time ever, EVOC’s classic FR TRAIL 20l is now available in this
inspirational colour combination. The MISSION PRO 28l backpack for digital nomads, the
TERMINAL ROLLER for short trips and the TRAVEL CASE for essential travel documents also
expand this edition of top-quality travel bags. The BIKE TRAVEL BAG with a few updates, the
TERMINAL BAG, the completely redesigned WORLD TRAVELLER (an organisational wizard
that now weighs 20 percent less), and the WASH BAG are on board again, too. Here is an
overview:
MISSION PRO 28l – in “Loam” or “Copen Blue”
Take your office on your adventure tour in the new MISSION PRO backpack
from the TRAVEL series. The padded, quick-access back compartment offers
enough space for your laptop and tablet, while the main
compartment features several dividers for documents. Passport,
mobile phone and the like will definitely not get lost when
stowed in the additional top compartment. Necessities go in the
backpack’s front compartment. Store your charger cable and
headphones in an external compartment on one side and your
drinking bottle in a flexible mesh pocket on the other for quick, convenient
access. The high-quality carrying system of the MISSION PRO is enhanced by a
completely stowable hip belt and height-adjustable or entirely detachable chest strap. The
MISSION PRO now also features magnetic QUICK SNAP FASTENERS, which are even easier
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to open and close. Perfect ventilation is the result of the
integrated AIR PAD SYSTEM guaranteed to keep your back dry even on the warmest days
dry. In short: the perfect mobile office for digital nomads.

NEW: TERMINAL ROLLER
The brand-new little brother of the TERMINAL BAG has ideal cabin luggage
dimensions and 40 litres of capacity to make it the perfect companion for any
short trip. Your gear and essentials are safely separated and stowed in the main
compartment, laptop pocket and attached organiser compartment of this handy
trolley case to make sure they reach your destination in perfect order. You’ll
move swiftly and silently from departure to destination, thanks to the
TERMINAL ROLLER’s smooth-rolling skate wheels.

NEW: TRAVEL CASE
2019 sees the EVOC CITY & TRAVEL line grow by an accessory
that you will never want to go travelling without again: The
convenient TRAVEL CASE is an organisational aid for your crucial
items: passport, boarding cards, credit cards and documents which
must not get lost under any circumstances. Two transparent zip
pockets accommodate your memory cards, keys and other
necessities.

UPDATE: BIKE TRAVEL BAG
The living legend among bike travel bags now boasts
three colours and a number of updates! The EVOC BIKE
TRAVEL BAG safely transports racing, triathlon as well
as XC, freeride and downhill bikes to their designated
place of use. New dimensions can fit 29” bikes with
wheelbases up to 124 cm (49 inches), and the side
compartments for the wheels now fit up to 29-inch tyres
or tyres with a 2.6-inch width. Reinforced top and side
walls make for even more stability. On the inside, a
polycarbonate block and signal red straps on the new,
inner black material ensure secure stowage of the
contents as well as easy handling. New for 2019, the BIKE
TRAVEL BAG can be folded to a third of its size when empty and conveniently stored.
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NEW: FR TRAIL 20l
The daypack with integrated LITESHIELD BACK PROTECTOR and 95%
impact protection is the perfect companion for any mountain bike tour. The
Multicolour version, too, offers a separate tool compartment that can be
opened wide, a goggle pocket and sufficient space for a 3-litre hydration
bladder as standard features. And of course the pack also has a rain cover,
as well as a helmet and protector holders.

TERMINAL BAG
Not only does the TERMINAL BAG now hit the road with the MULTICOLOUR
design, it has also been completely revised. The multi-functional 40-litre trolley
with detachable 20-litre backpack has the same capacity as before yet is
slightly shorter, which means that it is guaranteed to fit in any aircraft cabin.
The backpack itself features a main compartment with integrated laptop
pocket and two compartments for necessities and documents. And as is
standard for EVOC products, the pack offers excellent carrying comfort thanks
to newly adapted shoulder straps, foam padding at the back and great
ventilation. Plus, you can make the backpack one with the trolley in no time
at all with the help of a new zipper cover and snap fastener. The TERMINAL
BAG rolls easy thanks to large, smooth-rolling, almost noiseless skate wheels
with sealed bearings.

WORLD TRAVELLER
A cupboard and a suitcase in one! Boasting 125 litres of capacity, the sturdy
and spacious WORLD TRAVELLER is the perfect trolley for long trips. A
completely new feature is the self-stabilising construction on the rear side
with a deep base, making it the first-ever product of its kind. Besides the
rounder shape, utilization of an EVA shell achieves a weight saving of 20
percent. The restyled wheel case with reduced design for accommodating the
smooth-rolling skate wheels offers additional stability. The supporting foot
with anodised rail and laser tag has also been developed by EVOC. Both
components are extremely robust, and eye-catching, to boot. A specially
designed business card holder enhances the quality rating, as do the sturdy
buckles and TPU zipper puller designed by EVOC.
A no-tilt suitcase made of durable materials, the WORLD TRAVELLER can be used and loaded
in an upright position – just like a cupboard. Four compartments with variable dividers and a
through-loading option, compression belts for large luggage as well as a number of necessity
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pockets ensure that everything is organised neatly during
your trip. The main compartment can be securely locked. The new Teflon-coated lining on the
inside matches the MULTICOLOUR exterior, and premium leather patches guarantee a
cosmopolitan style.

WASH BAG
Your washing station for on the road – robust materials and a clever
design make the WASH BAG the perfect companion when it comes to
travel hygiene. This convenient toiletry bag can be hung up, has a
removable pocket mirror and an interior with variable partitioning options,
including a number of separate pockets. Extra convenience comes with
the toothbrush holder and additional waterproof pocket.

The new MULTICOLOUR EDITION is now available for purchase.
SPECIFICATIONS
WORLD TRAVELLER

TERMINAL BAG

TERMINAL ROLLER

Volume:

125 l

Volume:

40 + 20 l

Volume:

40 l

Dimensions

85 x 40 x 32 cm

Dimensions

55 x 38 x 21 x
16 cm

Dimensions

55 x 38 x 21 cm

Weight:

4200 g (- 20%)

Weight:

3200 g

Weight:

2800 g

Colours:

Multicolour, Chili
Red, Olive, Black

Price:

230.00 €

Colours:

Multicolour, Chili
Red, Olive, Black

Colours:

Multicolour,
Chili Red, Olive,
Black

Price:

290.00 €

Price:

270.00 €

350.00 USD

290.00 USD

250.00 USD

254.95 GBP

239.95 GBP

204.95 GBP

TRAVEL CASE

WASH BAG

MISSION PRO 28l

Volume:

0.5 l

Volume:

4l

Volume:

28 l

Dimensions

24 x 14 x 1.5 cm

Dimensions

26 x 17 x 10 cm

Dimensions

50 x 28 x 20 cm

Weight:

145 g

Weight:

320 g

Weight:

930 g

Colours:

Multicolour, Chili
Red, Olive, Black

Colours:

Multicolour,
Chili Red, Olive,
Black

Colours:

Copen Blue,
Loam, Olive,
Black

Price:

30.00 €

Price:

40.00 €

Price:

145.00 €

30.00 USD

35.00 USD

150.00 USD

24.95 GBP

34.95 GBP

129.95 GBP
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BIKE TRAVEL BAG

FR TRAIL

Volume:

285 l

Volume:

20 l

Dimensions

138 x 39 x 85 cm
130 x 27 x 80 cm
(interior)

Dimensions

27 x 56 x 14 cm

Weight:

9100 g

Weight:

Colours:

Multicolour, Chili
Red, Olive, Black

Colours:

1300 g
Multicolour, Orange-Chili Red,
Slate-Neon Blue

Price:

440.00 €

Price:

525.00 USD
399.95 GBP

190.00 €
200.00 USD
164.95 GBP

Date: May 2019
Subject to change.V2.
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